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Abstract 

Vitamin has a major role in the functions of the immune system, and the efficacy of this vitamin 
in reducing inflammation has been identified. Considering the effects of vitamin D, this study 
research was performed for investigating the relationship between vitamin D and the severity of 
COVID-19 in children. This cross-sectional study was performed on 101 children infected with 
the new coronavirus from September 2020 to October 2021. Information on vitamin D levels, 
demographic factors, and clinical and laboratory findings were documented in information forms 
and prepared for statistical analyses. The average of children was 2.85 ± 0.85 years. Low oxygen 
saturation was observed in 35.3% of infected children. The level of involvement was higher in 
subjects with vitamin D levels higher than 30 and less than 10 ng/ml (p = 0.04). Clinical signs in 
cases with deficient and sufficient vitamin D levels were more severe in terms of tachypnea and 
tachycardia (p = 0.01). Children with vitamin D lower than 10 ng/ml showed more frequency (p 
= 0.02). Cases with moderate vitamin D had fewer gastrointestinal complications (p = 0.03). 
Also, oxygen levels were lower in children who had low levels of vitamin D (p = 0.02). Vitamin 
D levels were associated with levels of involvement, tachycardia, tachypnea, clinical signs, 
gastrointestinal problems, and O2 levels. Moderate vitamin D levels in children are a critical 
issue that should be considered. 
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 One of the most dangerous diseases worldwide is the 
new coronavirus disease (COVID-19). This virus causes 
inflammation in the airways, and a high percentage of 
cases need intensive care.1,2 The coronavirus has 
appeared two times in the last decade in the dangerous 
forms of MERS and SARS.3 Pneumonia is the most 
critical complication of COVID-19, and in patients with 
high severity, it is associated with an acute respiratory 
syndrome, and liver and kidney failure.4,5 The 
coronavirus 19 disease is milder in children than in 
adults. However, young people are not completely 
immune to the virus and they are not aware of the 
complications of the virus. Research has shown that 
newborns had more severe symptoms than older 
children.6 Vitamin D is among the effective vitamins in 
the inflammatory responses of the immune system, and 
unfortunately, previous findings demonstrate the 
deficiency of vitamin D in the Iranian population.7 Low 
concentrations of vitamin D increase the risk of 

coronavirus disease in children.8 Deficiency of this 
vitamin, by affecting liver function, increases the severity 
of coronavirus disease in people with risk factors such as 
obesity, diabetes, kidney and liver problems. Adequate 
levels of the vitamin can be suggested as a potential 
strategy for preventing and treating coronavirus disease.8, 

9 Vitamin D is effective in decreasing the rate of 
microbial infections and mortality through various 
cellular mechanisms. This vitamin is also effective in 
decreasing the rate of common colds.10 One of the 
effective functions of this vitamin is the regulation of 
serum calcium concentrations, which has important 
functions in the body's metabolism.11 Vitamin D 
contributes to maintaining tight junctions, gap junctions, 
and cellular adhesions.9 It has been found that the role of 
cellular integration in infections by viruses and other 
microorganisms is highly important,12 and it also has a 
major role in reducing the structure of Th1 cytokines, 
which include tumor necrosis factor α and interferon γ.13 
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The innate immune system activates primary cytokines 
in individuals with coronavirus, and vitamin D enhances 
the specific function of the immune system to some 
extent by reducing the flow of cytokines,14 reducing 
primary inflammatory cytokines, and increasing the anti-
inflammatory cytokines.15 Various studies have shown 
that coronavirus infection is related to incremented levels 
of proinflammatory cytokines and C-reactive proteins, 
and strategies to reduce the immune responses can be 
effective in reducing the severity of the COVID-19.14,16 
Considering the effects of vitamin D on immunity and 
inflammation, the importance of children's health in 
society, and the high frequency of vitamin D deficiency 
in Iran, this research was performed for investigating the 
role of vitamin D on the severity of COVID-19 and its 
effects on infected children. 

Material and Methods 
Ethical considerations 
All patients (patients' parents) signed informed consent 
to participate in this project. Researchers were committed 
to the confidentiality of patients' information at all stages 
of the project. This plan was approved by the Research 
Council of Iran University of Medical Sciences with the 
ethics code of IR.IUMS.FMD.REC.1400.003. 

Study design 
This cross-sectional analytical study was performed on 
101 patients aged 1 month to 13 years referred to Hazrat 
Ali Asghar Hospital, who were tested positive for 
COVID-19 from September 2020 to October 2021. 
Eligible patients were enrolled in the project after 
receiving written consent from their parents. 

Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
Inclusion criteria were age between 1 month and 14 
years, consent to participate in the study, and definite 
diagnosis of coronavirus disease. Exclusion criteria 
included decreased level of consciousness for reasons 
other than Covid-19 complications, chronic respiratory 
diseases, renal and hepatic diseases, history of chronic 
diseases, and the use of steroids and immunosuppressive 
drugs. 

Procedure  
After obtaining the necessary permits, the required 
information was extracted and recorded by referring to 
the hospital and studying children with coronavirus 
whose disease was confirmed by PCR or CT-Scan. 
Samples were selected through the available sampling 
method. The cases were monitored from the beginning of 
admission and the clinical course was completed by 
telephone after their discharge. In order to have easy 
access to the tests, the priority of choice was with the 
hospitalized patients. In case of the incompleteness of the 
information, the researcher received additional 
information through the phone calls, after providing a 
complete explanation about the study process. Then, after 

classifying the children in terms of disease severity, 
clinical and laboratory information were collected in the 
next step. During the study, the efficacy of vitamin D, the 
degree of fever, the severity of cough and shortness of 
breath, and possible gastrointestinal problems in patients 
were evaluated every forty-eight hours for two weeks. It 
should be noted that the evaluation of patients in the 
clinic was performed by nurses. 

Data collection 
Children were divided into 3 groups considering the 
severity of their diseases after being diagnosed with 
COVID-19: 1) non-severe pneumonia patients (cough 
with a respiratory rate of less than 60/min under 2 months 
of age, less than 50/min under one year, less than 40 for 
1-4 years, and less than 30 for people over 5 years of age), 
and patients without risk factors in the history, 
examination, and laboratory test results, which were 
considered outpatients without the need for 
hospitalization. 2) Severe pneumonia patients (fever 
higher than or equal to 38.5 ° C, cyanosis, disturbance of 
level of consciousness, hypoxemia with 90% < SPO2 in 
room air, severe respiratory distress (including granting, 
difficult breathing, severe retraction, suprasternal 
retraction, intercostal or subcostal retractions, apnea, 
nasal flap jump, tachycardia, capillary refill time ≤ 2 
seconds, mild to moderate dehydration symptoms, 
pneumonia with one of the warning signs), presence of 
danger signs in laboratory criteria and history ( Existence 
of a score above 8 according to the protocols of the 
Ministry of Health), and the presence of Kawasaki-like 
symptoms), and this group of patients required 
hospitalization. 3) Severe pneumonia patients with 
symptoms of rapid breathing (higher than 60/min under 
2 months of age, more than 50 per minute under one year, 
more than 40 for 1-4 years, and more than 30 for people 
over five years old), SPO2<90% in room air, tachypnea 
with shortness of breath, chest tightness, moaning, nasal 
flaps beating, and bruising of tongue and lips, decreased 
level of consciousness, significant change in vital signs 
requiring careful monitoring, inability to eat or drink, 
lack of communication when awake, excessive 
restlessness, and severe dehydration; this group required 
hospitalization in intensive care and supportive care 
units. All scores related to the extent of involvement were 
based on the COVID-19 flowchart for diagnosis and 
treatment at outpatient service levels. According to this 
guideline, according to the study population, the 
percentage of pulmonary involvement was classified was 
in 4 levels: less than 25%, 26 to 50, 51 to 75, and more 
than 75%. 
Two cc blood samples were taken from all children 
immediately after the diagnosis to measure the level of 
vitamin D and other blood factors. Venous blood was 
collected in tubes that contained clot activator, and then 
were rapidly stored on ice. 60 minutes after collection, 
the samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 
minutes. The plasma was isolated and analyzed at -80 ° 
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C. It should be noted that sampling was performed only 
once (immediately after diagnosis) and tests were 
performed in the hospital blood laboratory to assess 
vitamin D levels in three categories, including severe 
deficiency (less than 20), mild deficiency (21 - 30), and 
normal (more than 30 ng/ml). 
The demographic information of cases and laboratory 
findings were documented in pre-designed forms and 
prepared for statistical analyses. The variables studied in 
this research included age, gender, degree of fever, 
shortness of breath, gastrointestinal function, and other 
underlying variables. 

Biochemical analysis 
Factors in children's plasma were assessed by high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using Bio-
Rad diagnostic kits (Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany), which 
are basically explained by the manufacturer. Other levels 
of biochemical-related metabolites were measured using 
Roche kits, Germany. Vitamin D levels were measured 
by chemiluminescence (DiaSorin Inc., Shanghai, Italy). 

Statistical analysis 
The data of this study included qualitative and 
quantitative variables, and descriptive and inferential 
statistical methods were implemented for analyzing the 
data through SPSS software version 25. In the first part 
of descriptive statistics, tables of frequency, as well as 
mean and standard deviation were used. In the second 
part, data analyses based on statistical inference were 
performed using the T-test and Chi-square test. P-values 
lower than 0.05 were assumed significant. 

Results 
Out of 101 children, 2 children were excluded from the 
study due to chronic diseases and dissatisfaction with 
participation, and 99 children were examined. The mean 
age was 2.85 ± 0.85 years, of which 52% were boys and 
48% were girls. 46% of children had a history of taking 
vitamin D (as a therapeutic approach for children under 
the age of two and as a supplement for children over the 
age of two). Oxygen saturation of less than 90 was 
observed in 35.3% of affected children. The demographic 
and clinical findings can be found in Table 1. According 
to Figure 1, about 3% of the patients had bleeding and the 
others (97%) had no bleeding. Also, 5% of the patients 
had convulsions and the rest of them had no convulsions. 
About 42% of cases had dehydration and CRP levels 
more than 25 were reported in only 8% of children 
(Figure 2). Findings of the frequency of vitamin D levels 
by the age group showed that in 49 patients (52%) 
vitamin D levels were more than 30 ng/ml, and 65% of 
cases were over two years old. No statistically significant 
relationship was observed between age and vitamin D 
levels (p > 0.05). According to Table 3, the association 
among vitamin D levels and level of consciousness, 
levels of Ferritin, LDH, CRP, PLT, and dehydration in 
children was not significant (p > 0.05). But vitamin D 
deficiency was associated with higher involvement, 
tachycardia, tachypnea, clinical signs, gastrointestinal 
problems, and O2 levels (p < 0.01). The findings 
demonstrated that the level of involvement in cases with 
high and low levels of vitamin D was higher than others  
(p < 0.04). Further clinical signs were observed in 
children with severe vitamin D deficiency and high levels 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical features of children 
Variable Parameter Frequency 

Qty % 
 

Gender 
Boy 52 52.5 
Girl 47 47.5 

History of the use of Vitamin D Yes 45 45.5 
No 54 54.5 

Tachypnea Yes 38 38.4 
No 61 61.7 

Tachycardia Yes 46 46.5 

No 53 53.5 
Cough symptoms Yes 23 23.2 

No 76 76.8 
O2 level 

 
90-95 64 64.7 
<90 35 35.3 

Gastrointestinal symptoms Diarrhea 74 86 
Vomiting 59 69 

Level of consciousness Conscious 85 85.9 
Confused 12 12.1 
Lethargic 2 2.0 
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of this vitamin (p < 0.01). Regarding tachycardia and 
tachypnea, patients with vitamin D less than 10 ng/ml 
(severe vitamin D deficiency) showed a higher frequency 
(p < 0.02). In terms of gastrointestinal symptoms, 
children with moderate levels of vitamin D had fewer 
gastrointestinal complications. Oxygen levels were also 
lower in children with low levels of vitamin D (p < 0.02, 
p < 0.03). According to Table 4, 82.3% of the patients 
were hospitalized and 17.7% were outpatients. In 60 
percent of the patients, the severity of the disease was at 
the hospital level, of which 18% had vitamin D lower 
than 20 and 82% had vitamin D above 20. 22% of 
patients had severe disease and required intensive care, 
of which 57% had vitamin D levels lower than 20 and 
43% had vitamin D levels above 20. 18% had mild 
(outpatient) disease levels, of which 100% had more than 
20 vitamin D. Statistical correlation findings 
demonstrated that vitamin D levels were considerably 
related with disease severity (p < 0.01). Findings of 

disease severity based on laboratory results showed that 
54% had a disease severity between 5 and 7, 27% had a 
disease severity greater than 7, and 19% had a disease 
severity less than 5 (Table 5). Statistical correlation 
analyses showed that vitamin D levels were considerably 
related with disease severity based on laboratory results 
(p < 0.01). No mortality was observed in the patients of 
the present study. 

Discussion 
In addition to the roles of vitamin D in regulating calcium 
and phosphorus homeostasis and its efficacy on the 
intestine, kidneys, and bones, its role in immune system 
function has been previously identified. This issue has 
made it important to pay attention to the effective roles 
of this vitamin in acute and chronic diseases.8 In the 
present study, for the first time, the relationship between 
vitamin D and the severity of COVID-19 in children 
under 12 years of age was investigated. The findings of 

 
Fig 1. Frequency percentage of bleeding and convulsion 

 
Fig.2. Frequency percentage of dehydration and CRP 

Table 2. Distribution of Levels of vitamin D by age group 
 Vitamin D levels (ng/mL)  p-value 

Age Less than 10 10-20 21-30 More than 30 Total  
0.20 Under two years 45.0% 47.7% 46.0% 53.7% 47.4% 

More than two years 55.0% 52.3% 54.0% 46.3% 52.6%  
Total  100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
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our study demonstrated that levels of this vitamin in 
individuals were related to tachycardia and tachypnea, 
gastrointestinal symptoms, and oxygen levels. Children 
with normal vitamin D levels also had diseases with 

lower severity, lower rate of involvement, and fewer 
gastrointestinal symptoms. This showed that patients 
with high and low vitamin D levels had more severe 
symptoms, and sufficient levels of vitamin D could be 

Table 3. Relationship among vitamin D levels and the studied parameters 

Variable Parameter Vitamin D levels (ng/mL) p-value 
Less than 10 10-20 21-30 More than 30  

0.09 
 

 Level of consciousness 
Conscious %18  %23  %39  %18  
Confused %12  %27  %23  %21  

Lethargic %15  %30  %30  %25  

 
Ferritin level 

Normal based on age %11  %29  %26  %34   
0.17  

 
150-500 %14  %25  %27  %32  

More than 500 %12  %24  %28  %36  

 
LDH  level 

Less than 500 %13  %27  %24  %36   
0.31  

 
500-1000 %15  %24  %28  %33  

More than 1000 %16  %25  %28  %31  

Level of involvement 

Less than 25 %11  %24  %31  %34   
 
0.04  

26-50 %20  %20  %25  %35  
51-75 %34  %21  %24  %31  

More than 75 - 100 - - 

 
CRP levels 

Less than 40 %13  %27  %33  %27   
0.25  

40-70 %17  %25  %35  %33  

More than 70 %18  %28  %25  %29  

 
PLT levels 

Thrombocytopenia %22  %29  %26  %23   
0.17  Thrombocytosis %27  %26  %27  %20  

Tachypnea 
Yes %33  %29  %20  %18   

0.02  No %24  %21  %32  %23  

Tachycardia Yes %31  %32  %19  %18   
0.02  No %26  %21  %32  %23  

Clinical symptoms 

Degree of fever %23  %25  %24  %28   
0.01  

 
PR %28  %20  %28  %25  

RR %26  %21  %25  %28  

Gastrointestinal problems 

Diarrhea %20  %24  %31  %34   
0.02 

 
Vomiting %32  %23  %25  %20  

Bloody diarrhea %29  %26  %20  %25  

 
Dehydration 

 

3-6 %13  %37  %23  %27   
0.52  

 
6-9 %25  %35  %15  %25  

10-15 %25  %35  %15  %25  

Negative %17  %25  %35  %33  

 
O2 levels 

90-95 %12  %23  %22  %43   
0.03  

<90 %27  %26  %27  %20  
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effective in decreasing symptoms and the rate of 
involvement of patients. A similar study in Iran 
demonstrated that the serum levels of vitamin D in the 
group of cases with coronavirus disease was considerably 
lower compared to the healthy group.17 Another study on 
the importance of vitamin D in cases with coronavirus 
disease demonstrated that despite the effects of vitamin 
D on the cytokine response, supplementary 
concentrations of this vitamin can be used to reduce the 
severe immune response.18 In another study, the severity 
of COVID-19 in children was categorized into five 
categories, including asymptomatic, mild, moderate, 
severe, and critical (very severe), considering the clinical 
signs, laboratory results, and chest radiographic findings. 
They showed that the levels of this vitamin in patients 
were considerably lower in comparison to the controls (p 
<0.001). In addition, the degree of fever was much higher 
in patients with low levels of this vitamin compared to 
cases with adequate vitamin D levels, and there was a 
reverse correlation between fever and vitamin D. In 
general, their results showed that the level of vitamin D 
in the pediatric population may be effective in the rate 
and severity of coronavirus disease.19 Limited research 
has been conducted on the association of vitamin D with 
coronavirus in children, but the findings on influenza and 

colds have shown that the levels of this vitamin can be 
effective. Camargo et al. have studied the role of vitamin 
D in reducing the symptoms of influenza and stated that 
vitamin D supplementation reduces the risk of 
developing severe respiratory diseases.20 Furthermore, 
Rondanell et al. in 2018, showed that vitamin D can 
reduce the symptoms of colds by increasing adaptive 
immunity in different parts of the immune system.10 The 
findings of the present study demonstrated that levels of 
vitamin D were related to levels of involvement, 
tachycardia, tachypnea, clinical signs, gastrointestinal 
problems, and O2 levels. Other similar findings indicated 
the efficacy of vitamin D on clinical symptoms in 
children with coronavirus.19,21 The effects of vitamin D 
on reducing the severity and symptoms and 
gastrointestinal problems of COVID-19 in adults has also 
been reported in several studies.22-24 However, little 
research has been done on children, and studies in the age 
group of children have not yet examined the efficacy of 
vitamin D on these variables. In this research, no 
significant relationship was observed among vitamin D 
levels and the level of consciousness, as well as Ferritin, 
LDH, CRP, and PLT levels. In other studies, similar 
results were observed.25, 26 In the study of the effects of 
vitamin D on the disease, it was observed that this 

Table 4. Association among vitamin D levels and disease severity based on clinical findings 
 Disease severity based on clinical findings p-value 

Outpatient 
(mild) 

Hospitalization  
(moderate) 

ICU hospitalization 
(severe) 

 
0.000 
 
 

Vitamin levels less than 
10 

0.0% 25.0% 75.0% 

Vitamin levels between 
10-20 

0.0% 50.0% 50.0% 

Vitamin levels between 
21-30 

4.2% 70.8% 25.0% 

Vitamin levels more than 
30 

32.0% 62.0% 6.0% 

Total 17.7% 60.4% 21.9% 

 

Table 5. Association among vitamin D levels and disease severity based on laboratory results 
 Disease severity based on laboratory results p-value 

Score ≤4 Score : 5-7 Score >7  
0.000 

 
Vitamin levels less than 

10 
0.0% 25.0% 75.0% 

Vitamin levels between 
10-20 

0.0% 33.3% 66.7% 

Vitamin levels between 
21-30 

3.8% 61.5% 34.6% 

Vitamin levels more than 
30 

35.3% 58.8% 5.9% 

Total 19.2% 53.5% 27.3% 
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vitamin plays a major role in the effective activation of 
innate immunity by modulating the immune system. The 
production of antimicrobial peptides (defensins and 
catalysidines) after the stimulation of toll-like receptors 
by pathogenic lipopeptides depends on adequate levels of 
vitamin D, and in various articles, a link has been found 
between vitamin D deficiency and respiratory disorders. 
Many studies have considered it important to provide 
randomized controlled trials to investigate this preventive 
effect.27 Regulatory T cells have a major role in the 
immune system by identifying and killing viruses. A 
biological study demonstrated that vitamin D can be 
effective in reducing coronavirus infection by activating 
regulatory T cells. They showed that many patients with 
coronavirus suffer from vitamin D deficiency, so by 
adding this vitamin to patients' diets, this reduction in T 
cells can be compensated.28 Vitamin D deficiency is a 
frequent problem that has considerable health 
consequences, and the effect of this vitamin on the 
immune system is less known. Nutrition and supplements 
are the major sources of this vitamin in winter because 
exposure to sunlight is not enough to produce vitamin 
D.27 Recent studies have shown that as the coronavirus 
pandemic increases, children are more likely to be 
trapped at home, and prolonged stay at home leads to an 
increment in the number of children with low levels of 
vitamin D during March and June 2020, in comparison 
with the same months in previous years.19,28,29 These 
findings indicate the importance of sunlight in the natural 
increase of vitamin D reserves in children.30-32 In general, 
in the present study, high vitamin D levels had a 
considerable relation with the severity of symptoms and 
a higher rate of involvement in patients with coronavirus 
disease, which indicates that controlled intake of vitamin 
D can have better effects on the immune system and 
prevention of excessive intake should be considered. One 
of the limitations of this research was the lack of access 
to the patients during the study, which was solved by 
appropriate planning. It is suggested that the efficacy of 
vitamin D on the recovery of children with coronavirus 
would be measured in future clinical trials. Also, the 
present study was conducted in one center, and 
conducting this research in several centers can lead to 
more accurate results. 
In conclusion, the present study showed that vitamin D 
levels were associated with levels of involvement, 
tachycardia, tachypnea, clinical signs, gastrointestinal 
problems, and O2 levels. Therefore, vitamin D can be 
effective in reducing the severity of COVID-19. The 
most important finding of the present study was the 
importance of moderate levels of vitamin D and their 
effects on clinical symptoms and important health 
factors, and this issue should be considered by health 
officials. 
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